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A stunning memoir from the astronaut who spent a record-breaking year aboard the International

Space Station--a candid account of his remarkable voyage, of the journeys off the planet that

preceded it, and of his colorful formative years.The veteran of four space flights and the American

record holder for consecutive days spent in space, Scott Kelly has experienced things very few

have. Now, he takes us inside a sphere utterly inimical to human life. He describes navigating the

extreme challenge of long-term spaceflight, both existential and banal: the devastating effects on

the body; the isolation from everyone he loves and the comforts of Earth; the pressures of constant

close cohabitation; the catastrophic risks of depressurization or colliding with space junk, and the

still more haunting threat of being unable to help should tragedy strike at home--an agonizing

situation Kelly faced when, on another mission, his twin brother's wife, Gabrielle Giffords, was shot

while he still had two months in space. Kelly's humanity, compassion, humor, and passion resonate

throughout, as he recalls his rough-and-tumble New Jersey childhood and the youthful inspiration

that sparked his astounding career, and as he makes clear his belief that Mars will be the next,

ultimately challenging step in American spaceflight. A natural storyteller and modern-day hero, Kelly

has a message of hope for the future that will inspire for generations to come. Here, in his personal

story, we see the triumph of the human imagination, the strength of the human will, and the

boundless wonder of the galaxy.
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â€œScott Kellyâ€™s saga is a deeply absorbing and vivid look at a year in space and the many trials

and rigors of living weightless inside a football field-sized machine traveling at 17,000 miles per

hour. But Endurance satisfies far more than the readerâ€™s technological curiosities; it is replete

with humor, thrills, surreal details, and recurring moments of ordinary humanity that turn Kellyâ€™s

tale into a loving tribute to the pioneering individuals who risk all to shepherd manâ€™s exploration

of the vast beyond.â€•Â â€”Khaled Hosseini, author of And the Mountains Echoedâ€œScott

Kellyâ€™s book is as close as I and most everyone else on Earth will ever get to experiencing the

fascinating, complex, almost preposterously dangerous business of going into space. When I closed

the covers, I felt like I had been out there. Endurance is an utterly gripping book that can stand

comfortably in the company of Tom Wolfeâ€™s The Right Stuff.â€• â€”Charles C. Mann, author of

1491â€œAt once compelling and cautionaryâ€¦ Fascinating stuffâ€¦ A worthy read for space buffs, to

say nothing of anyone contemplating a voyage to the stars.â€• â€”Kirkusâ€œScott Kellyâ€™s memoir

of his year in space and all that preceded it is the real thingâ€”honest, dramatic, illuminating, and

simply riveting. With clear, compelling writing, he reveals the nature of space exploration, the

current state of the space program, and the raw experience of leaving Earth as has no other

book.â€• â€”T.J. Stiles, author of Custerâ€™s Trials

SCOTT KELLY is a former military fighter pilot and test pilot, an engineer, a retired astronaut, and a

retired U.S. Navy captain. A veteran of four space flights, Kelly commanded the International Space

Station (ISS) on three expeditions and was a member of the yearlong mission to the ISS. In October

2015, he set the record for the total accumulated number of days spent in space, the single longest

space mission by an American astronaut. He lives in Houston, Texas.
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